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A group of isolated shieldmaidens protect their village against a tide of men who think they can 
seize their land from them. Vif takes her band of women off viking to quell the advances of a loitering 
mystical scumbag, Bjarte. But some battles rage on inside us long after the field is empty, and some 
opponents won’t ever stay down. Eternal is a haunting story of how vulnerable you make yourself when 
trying to protect everything around you.

•••••
Illustrator Eric Zawadzki [THE DREGS] delivers a heartbreaking and beautiful world of violence 

and legacy underscored by the emotional narrative engine developed with writer Ryan K Lindsay 
[BEAUTIFUL CANVAS, NEGATIVE SPACE] and laid out with a delicious palette by colorist
Dee Cunniffe [THE DREGS, REDNECK]. This self-contained story is a dream project for the creative 
team in how it connects with the reader, and what it shows the comic medium is capable of producing.
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eric zawadzki 
is a Calgary based comic artist. He spends most of his time in the creator owned arena 
of the comic industry. As well as ETERNAL, he has co-created THE DREGS, THE 
GHOST ENGINE, LAST BORN and HEADSPACE. 

Twitter: @ericxyz 

ryan k lindsay
writes comics. 

He has partnered with artist Eric Zawadzki to produce: ETERNAL through Black 
Mask Studios, and HEADSPACE with Sebastian Piriz through Monkeybrain Comics/
lDW. 

He has partnered with artist Sami Kivelä to produce: BEAUTIFUL CANVAS through 
Black Mask Studios, DEER EDITOR through his own ‘Four Colour Ray Gun’ imprint 
and a handful of Kickstarter successes, and CHUM from ComixTribe. 

He was selected as a participant in the DC Writing Workshop group of 2016. 

His other comics include: Aurealis and Ledger Award winning NEGATIVE SPACE 
with Owen Gieni through Dark Horse Comics, GLOVES with Tommy Lee Edwards 
in the Vertigo CMYK anthology, as well as EIR with Alfie Gallagher, INK ISLAND 
with Craig Bruyn, and STAIN THE SEAS SCARLET with Alex Cormack through 
Kickstarter for ‘Four Colour Ray Gun.’ 

He is Australian and when not being a family man he hones his writing skills by 
sacrificing blood wombats to the outback spider fight clubs. 

dee cunniffe
is an award winning designer who worked for over a decade in publishing and 
advertising. He gave it all up to pursue his love of comics. He has worked for nearly 
every comic for every publisher as a flatter/color assistant to some of the world’s top 
color artists. He currently colors as much as he can and someday hopes to be good at it! 

Twitter: @deezoid 




